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A new dawn is emerging that is set to illuminate the  
Smart Connected lighting industry.

InTech IOT: Smart Street Lighting

Cities and utilities are expected to network over 72 million streetlights over the next ten years and these connected devices 
hold the key to unlocking huge cost savings and introducing operational efficiencies by providing organisations with smart 
ways to manage their lighting assets and portfolio.

Providers are already unlocking the immense cost-saving potential of switching to LED solutions. Intechnology’s award 
winning IoT offering takes this one step further and is able to deliver further cost savings through it’s innovative LoRaWAN 
based sensor. Our street lighting remote management system enables automatic ON/OFF and dimming control of every 
lighting fixture in your town or city. It provides in-depth grid awareness and real-time feedback of any change occurring along 
the grid. Through dimming and smart scheduling, the system can reduce the energy costs with up to 80% (with LED lamps). 
Real-time malfunction monitoring and maintenance optimization tools increase lighting service satisfaction and can further 
cut operational costs by up to 42%.

Features and Benefits:

• Smart Scheduling: Street lighting fixtures can operate autonomously using smart scheduling algorithms. In order to cover  
   specific events or requirements, the system supports scheduled overrides of the initial lighting program and real-time  
   operator commands.

• Dimming Streetlights: LoRaWAN compatible controllers allow dimming for any LED streetlight using 0-10 or DALI control  
   interface. Dimming the lights is a way to reduce energy consumption and increase lamp lifetime as well as saving money.

• Grid Awareness: Provide in-depth grid awareness and real-time feedback of any change occurring along the grid, together  
   with detailed electrical parameters: Wh, VARh, V, W, A, VAR, PF and frequency. Raw data is transformed into actionable  
   information through advanced reports and automatic notifications.

• Reporting and maintenance scheduling: The street light control software offers advanced analytic tools, failure reporting  
   and customisable maintenance planning to improve lighting uptime and street lighting overall satisfaction.

• ON/OFF Control: Any kind of streetlight or connected device up to 400W can be precisely controlled. Lamps with electronic  
   or electromagnetic ballasts, architectural lighting fixtures and even time-based traffic restriction barriers. The software  
   allows individual or grouped control, manually or based on smart schedules.
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Our cloud based digital services platform allows you to gain a deeper insight through data integration and reporting. All 
services provided are monitored and reported via a single centralised management dashboard from which organisations can 
acquire an immediate understanding of the condition of their asset portfolio as well as configure pre-defined triggers and 
alarm notifications. Detailed and in-depth reports can be configured to be automatically generated and distributed to key 
stakeholders throughout the organisation.

Features Include:

• Stable, secure and interoperable
• Automatic street lighting operation (ON/OFF and dimming control)
• Advanced scheduling based on astronomical calendar or light/motion sensors
• Predefined exceptions to the lighting schedule and manual override
• Lamp and grid monitoring, real-time alerts, malfunctions management and triggered commands
• Unlimited numbers of lamp layers and lamp grouping possibilities.
• Smartphone application support for installation and commissioning
• Flexible map visualisation, public or private map provider integration: ESRI GIS, Google maps etc.
• Advanced user management: privilege, area allocation and system management.
• Advanced data analytics, reporting tools and performance graphs.
• Vendor agnostic, compatible with different lamps and lamp controllers
• API, available for open data integrations

Centralised data hub
to collate multiple 

disparate data sets from 
across your organisation 

into a single user  
friendly interface. 

Scalability of 
our platform grows as your 

services do, from initial 
pilot to complete portfolio 

installation. 

In-depth analytics
by visualising generated 

data organisations can gain 
greater insights to enable 

informed decisions. 

Cost efficient
cloud-based solution to 
remove the need for any 

expensive unecessary  
on-site hardware.
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Helping your digital 
transformation journey

Talk to us today about starting your digital ‘Smart’ journey to enable 
operational efficiency and drive cost savings throughout your organisation.

Call us on 01423 510 510 or email 
info@intechnologysmartcities.com
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